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Book. Still lifes are a fundamental part of any artist s repertoire.
Now anyone can bring simple still lifes to life in vibrant color
with this delightful trace-and-color guide. Inside, six detailed
templates are provided to help the beginning artist get started
with a line drawing that they can color or paint in the medium
of their choice. Artists can simply transfer the template line
drawings to paper or canvas with the included graphite paper.
Then, using the color references and tips in the book, they can
add color and create their own still life masterpiece! The book
includes 32 pages of instruction and inspiration, providing basic
information about color theory, as well as an introduction to
several different color mediums - colored pencil, oil, acrylic,
watercolor, pastel, and marker. The overview for each medium
covers the essential tools and materials an artist may need,
including what types of paper or canvas can be used and any
other special materials, as well as how to use various techniques
to achieve effects. From colorful florals to fruit and vegetable
compositions, art enthusiasts...
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This composed book is excellent. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I found out this book from my i
and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Ma ym ie O 'K on-- Ma ym ie O 'K on

Here is the finest ebook i have got read until now. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 percent in the book.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Lupe Connelly-- Lupe Connelly
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